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ABSTRACT

Scientific Workflows provides a technology that facilitates researchers by allowing them to capture in a machine processable manner the method relating to some research. This increases both provenance and repeatability of the research and allows for increased collaboration through workflow sharing. The Sensor Web is an open complex adaptive system the pervades the internet and provides access to sensor resources. One mechanism for describing sensor resources is through the use of SensorML. It is shown that SensorML can be used as a mechanism for describing Scientific Workflows and thus facilitates completely distributed workflow descriptions on the web. However in order to fully capture the requirements as relating to open and distributed environments some extensions to SensorML will be required.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Scientific workflow is another type of workflow that usually underlies many complex e-science applications such as climate modeling and disaster recovery simulation [1]. Scientific workflows are used as means for modeling and enacting scientific experiments, they share many features of business workflows, but also go beyond them. Many known workflow results and techniques can be leveraged in scientific settings, and many additional features of scientific applications can be usefully deployed in business settings [2]. Scientific workflows promise to become an important area of research within workflow and process automation, and will lead to the development of the next generation of problem-solving and decision-support environments. Compared with business workflows, scientific workflow has special features such as computation, data or transaction intensity, less human interaction, and a large number of activities [3]. Some emerging computing infrastructures such as grid computing with powerful computing and resource sharing capabilities present the potential for accommodating those special features. The workflows aim to provide a simple concise notation that allows easy parallelization and supports the composition of large numbers of parallel computations [4]. As parallel computing expands, systems such as PVM and standards such as MPI encourage scientists to construct complex distributed solutions that span the networks.

“The Sensor Web is an open complex adaptive system, organised as a network of open sensor resources, which pervades the internet and provides external access to sensor resources. By open sensor resources, we include any open system, including sensor networks, that is a source of sensor data or sensor meta-data [5].” A more functional derived consensus view of the Sensor Web is as a “coordinated observation infrastructure composed of a distributed collection of resources that can collectively behave as a single, autonomous, task-able, dynamically adaptive and reconfigurable observing system that provides raw and processed data, along with associated meta-data, via a set of standards-based interfaces [6].” The predominant standardised mechanism for describing sensor resources relating to the Sensor Web is through SensorML, an OGC standard. SensorML or Sensor Modelling language provides the XML schemas for encoding data and meta data relating to sensor resources. However SensorML is more than just a mark-up language but also allows the user to describe models, providence, lineage and other details relating to not only physical sensors but also various virtual and composite sensor resources [7].

One core problem relating to the Sensor Web is how to make it an effective tool in the hands of scientists it is conceivable that the technologies relating to Scientific Workflows may be invaluable in this case. If the Sensor Web is to be effectively used as an underlying data source in Scientific Workflows then the predominate mechanism for describing sensor resources and processes relating to them in the Sensor Web, SensorML, will need to be investigated and probed as to how it is able to serve that purpose. Further there is no specific workflow description language that deals with the geospatial aspects of data and sensors as it relates to the Sensor Web. For this purpose SensorML is the current dominant standard.

2. METHODOLOGY

In order to assess suitability of SensorML to Scientific Workflows, a number of requirements for a workflow description language for Scientific Workflows on the Sensor web are established. The requirements outlined extend previous work by the authors [8]. SensorML is then
assessed as to how well it is able to meet these requirements. In order to do the assessment a workflow system is constructed that uses SensorML as a workflow description language. Various types of Scientific Workflows are tested and evaluated.

3. CONCLUSIONS

SensorML is a good candidate as a workflow description language for Scientific Workflows on the Sensor Web. However there are still some extensions to SensorML that will be required when relating to the dynamic nature of Scientific Workflows in open environments. Also SensorML is well suited to the Sensor Resource portion of the Scientific Workflows but does not fully support the standard requirement of workflows in general. This includes alerts, branching, and alternate flows for errors.
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